This article explores the portability of a coreference resolver across a variety of eight text genres. Besides newspaper text, we also include administrative texts, autocues, texts used for external communication, instructive texts, wikipedia texts, medical texts and unedited new media texts. Three sets of experiments were conducted. First, we investigated each text genre individually, and studied the effect of larger training set sizes and including genre-specific training material. Then, we explored the predictive power of each genre for the other genres conducting cross-domain experiments. In a final step, we investigated whether excluding genres with less predictive power increases overall performance. For all experiments we use an existing Dutch mention-pair resolver and report on our experimental results using four metrics: MUC, B-cubed, CEAF and BLANC. We show that resolving out-of-domain genres works best when enough training data is included. This effect is further intensified by including a small amount of genre-specific text. As far as the cross-domain performance is concerned we see that especially genres of a very specific nature tend to have less generalization power.
Introduction
Coreference resolution is the task of automatically recognizing which words or expressions refer to the same discourse entity in a particular text or dialogue. 1 In the last decade considerable efforts have been put in annotating corpora with coreferential relations. Not only a widespread language such as English (e.g. ACE-2 (Doddington et al., 2004) , ARRAU (Poesio and Artstein, 2008) , OntoNotes 3.0 (Weischedel et al., 2009) ), but also Czech (PDT 2.0 (Kučová and Hajičová, 2004) ), Catalan (AnCora-Ca ) and Italian (I-CAB (Magnini et al., 2006) ) 2 can now rely on substantial resources for coreference research.
One of the challenges in many current NLP tasks is to test their portability across different domains and languages. This portability to other languages was the main objective of the SemEval 2010 Task on Coreference Resolution in Multiple Languages . The issue of domain portability was the focus of the ACL 2010 Workshop on Domain Adaptation for NLP (Daumé III et al., 2010) .
In this paper we investigate the performance of an existing mention-pair coreference resolver for Dutch (Hoste, 2005; Hendrickx et al., 2008b) across various text genres. More specifically we want to know whether training on out-of-domain data can be done without performance loss. The above-mentioned corpora designed for coreference resolution consist almost exclusively of text from the same genre, i.e. newspaper texts, and as a consequence resulting coreference resolvers are mostly trained on this particular genre. Moreover, when other genres are included, the acquired data are rather scarce: 25K of dialogues in AR-RAU (Poesio and Artstein, 2008) , 23K manuals in AnATar (Hammami et al., 2009) or 50K of annotated blogs in LiveMemories (Rodríguez et al., 2010) . Another related study is the work of Longo and Todirascu (2010) . They analyzed a French corpus (50K) consisting of 5 different text genres to develop genre-specific features; in their study they use genre-specific features such as average length of the coreferential chain and average distance separating several mentions of the same referent. An exception to this observation of small datasets is the new OntoNotes 4.0 corpus that is used for the CoNLL 2011 Shared Task on unrestricted coreference resolution, as the corpus contains approximately 1 million words from 5 different text genres. 3 We do see a growing interest in one specific different text genre, namely biomedical text in many NLP tasks, including coreference resolution (e.g Yang et al. (2004) , Gasperin and Briscoe (2008), Ngan Nguyen and Tsujii (2008) ).
The data for the experiments come from three Dutch corpus projects in which coreference was annotated: COREA (Hendrickx et al., 2008a) , DuOMAn (Hendrickx and Hoste, 2009 ) and SoNaR (Schuurman et al., 2010) 4 . Combining these three resources allows us to work with diverse data spread over different text genres. Another advantage is that all data was annotated following the same approach: first all NPs were pre-tagged based on syntactic dependency structures (Bouma and Kloostermans, 2007) and secondly the COREA guidelines were reused in each project. Though the emphasis in this study is on edited text, we also include unedited text, viz. blogs and news comments (Hendrickx and Hoste, 2009 ). With this crossdomain portability study, we aim to see which genres perform better or worse and whether it is possible to determine a priori which training data to add to our resolver so as to obtain better results. The results are presented using four of the more frequently used evaluation metrics for coreference research, namely MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) , Bcubed (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) , CEAF (Luo and Zitouni, 2005) and BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) .
We show that adding more data to training proves mostly beneficial, especially when genrespecific information is included. Moreover, training a resolver on each genre separately allows us to classify each genre as having good or bad generalization power when applied to other genres. This led us to conduct experiments in which we train on all genres while progressively leaving out the worst-performing cross-domain genres as an attempt to boost overall performance. Although the results are sometimes better, performance does not rise nor drop dramatically. We show that inclusion of some genre-specific training material is necessary, especially when less generalizable genres are to be labeled. However, most effect is perceived by adding more data to training.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the datasets and experimental setup of our system and briefly discuss the different evaluation metrics. In Section 3 the results are presented and analyzed, and we report on our experience with the different evaluation metrics. Section 4 concludes this paper by formulating some conclusions and prospects for future work.
Datasets and Experimental Setup
In the present study, we aim to investigate the cross-genre portability of an existing mention-pair coreference resolver for Dutch. In order to do so, our system's performance was compared on eight datasets: administrative texts (ADM), autocues (AUTO), texts used for external communication (EXT), instructive texts (INST), journalistic texts (JOUR), medical texts (MED), wikipedia (WIKI), and unedited text (DUO). All data were manually annotated using the COREA guidelines . These guidelines allow for the annotation of four relations and special cases are flagged. The four annotated relations are identity (NPs referring to the same discourse entity), bound (expressing properties of general categories), bridge (as in part-whole, superset-subset relations) and predicative. The following special cases were flagged: negations and expressions of modality, time-dependency and identity of sense (as in the so-called paycheck pronouns (Karttunen, 1976) ). As annotation environment, the MMAX2 annotation software 5 was used.
To rule out data size as a possible explanation for performance shifts, datasets of equal size (about 30K) were randomly selected. The focus of the current experiments was on resolving identity and predicative relations. Table 1 gives some statistics about each dataset, such as the average sentence length and the number of coreferring NPs.
For all experiments we used an existing coreference resolver for Dutch, developed by Hoste (2005) and Hendrickx et al. (2008b) . The system follows a machine learning approach 6 based on the seminal work of Soon et al. (2001) All datasets were preprocessed in the same way. Tokenisation, lemmatisation, Part-of-Speech tagging and grammatical relations were based on the manually verified output of the Alpino parser (Bouma et al., 2001 ), i.e. gold standard dependency structures. For the DuOMAn data, however, no gold standard dependency trees were available. Named entity recognition was performed using MBT (Daelemans et al., 2003) , trained on the 2002 CoNNL shared task Dutch dataset (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002) and an additional gazetteer lookup. As features we employ string matching, distance between sentences and NPs, grammatical role and named entity overlap, synonym/hypernym lookup using Cornetto (a Dutch database combining Dutch Wordnet (Vossen, 1998) and the Referentie Bestand Nederlands (Martin and Ploeger, 1999) ) and local context. All instances were built between NP pairs going 20 sentences back in context. NPs that are not part of a coreferential chain (singletons) are included as negative examples. For more information we refer to Hoste (2005) and Hendrickx et al. (2008a) .
Since the focus of this study is on genre, we decided not to train on different NP types (pronouns, common nouns and proper names) individually. 7 For all experiments we used Timbl version 6.3 (Daelemans et al., 2010 ) with default parameter settings.
Our experimental results are evaluated using the four scoring metrics as implemented in the scoring script from the coreference resolution task from the SemEval-2010 competition ):
• The MUC scoring software (Vilain et al., 1995) counts the number of links between the coreferential elements in the text, and looks how many links are shared or not between the gold standard coreferential chains and the system predictions. As MUC concentrates on links, elements that are not part of a coreferential chain, entities that are only mentioned once (singletons), are not taken into account in this scoring method.
• The B-cubed measure (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) does not consider mere links between elements, but takes into account the coreferential clusters of elements referring to the same entity. B-cubed computes for every individual element in the text the precision and recall by counting how many elements are in the true coreferential cluster and how many in the predicted coreferential cluster.
• The CEAF measure (Luo and Zitouni, 2005) focuses on a one-to-one mapping of elements in the true and predicted coreferential clusters. Both B-cubed and CEAF measures are sensitive to the presence of many singletons, the larger the percentage of singletons, the higher these scores become (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) .
• Recently, the BLANC measure (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) was developed to overcome problems with the other scoring methods. This measure is a variant of the Rand Index (Rand, 1971 ) adapted for coreference resolution and it averages over a score for correctly detecting singletons, and a score for detecting the correct cluster for coreferential elements.
An important remark to make here is that our system does not take into account chains of only one element. As a consequence, contrary to the SemEval-2010 competition, when we compute of these NP types based on the motivation that the impact of different information sources varies per NP type. In order to test cross-genre portability, we ran three sets of experiments (Table 2):
1. In the first set of experiments, we wanted to investigate whether adding more data is beneficial for the classifier. We trained the classifier on each genre individually and compared performance with different training set sizes. Three experiments were conducted: we first trained on each individual genre and tested on the relevant genre using ten-fold cross validation (each fold 27K vs. 3K). In a second experiment, the classifier was trained on all genres except one and tested on the one that was left out (210K vs. 30K). In a third experiment, we used all data, including genrespecific training material for training the classifier, in a ten-fold cross validation set-up (each fold 237K vs. 3K).
2. In a second set of experiments, we focused on the actual cross-domain portability. In order to test this, we each time trained on one genre and tested the performance of the classifier for each of the other genres.
3. Based on the results obtained in the second batch of experiments, we investigated whether some particular genres actually decrease performance when training on all data. In other words, does excluding outlier genres from training data increase performance? This was done by each time leaving out the worst-performing cross-domain genres and performing ten-fold cross validation.
Results
The results of the first round of experiments are presented in Figure 1 . The dots marked as individual present the experiments in which each classifier was trained and tested on the same material. The scores for All-individual present experiments in which the classifiers are trained on a large and diverse training set of all different genres except the genre that is held out as a test set. The last experiments in the graph All+individual show the result when training on all genres including the heldout genre. Though the B-cubed and CEAF scores are lower than MUC, they present the same tendency: adding more and diverse training material improves performance, especially when genrespecific information is also included. 8 BLANC, however, seems to contradict the other metrics. Though the scores are higher, they reveal that larger training data proves only beneficial for three genres: INST, JOUR and MED. BLANC thus suggests that training only on in-domain material of some genre is the best approach. This brings us to the cross-genre experiments, where we each time train on one genre and test on all the other genres individually until all genres have been once used as training data. 9 In order to represent the results, we ranked the classifier performance on each genre, ranging from the genreclassifier which on average performs worst when being applied to the other genres to the one performing best. We performed this ranking for each of the four evaluation metrics. The final ranking is visualized in Table 3 . Although there are some differences between the metrics -we again observe that BLANC tends to differ more from the others -they all seem to agree that MED (medical text), DUO (unedited text) and INST (instructive text) constitute poor cross-genre training material. JOUR has been selected by MUC, B3 and CEAF as the best material for training on other genres. As we mentioned in Section 1 that most of the currently available datasets annotated with coreferential information consist of newspaper text, this result shows that this might indeed be a good choice.
The four metrics confirmed that three genres had less generalization power, viz. MED, DUO and INST. In the third experiment, we aim to op- timize our selection of training data to get the best possible general performance. We hypothesize that leaving out those genres with less predictive power for other genres from the training material will increase overall performance. In this set of experiments we train on all data, including genrespecific information, and test on one genre while progressively leaving out those three genres. The results of this reversed learning curve for all metrics can be found in Table 4 . Whenever a score is printed in bold, it is the best score obtained for a particular genre.
It is difficult to compare the different metrics with each other. We observe that only the BLANC metric confirms our expectation that the results are almost always better when poor training material is excluded from training. The results as measured with the other 3 metrics, however, show that leaving out data is only beneficial for half of the datasets. Overall, these results do not strongly confirm our hypothesis. An important observation to make is that, for all metrics, the performance gains which are obtained by leaving out data are modest, the effect of removing data is very small. Based on these observations we conclude that to get good generalization performance it is more important to have a large training set than to put time and effort in the composition of this training set.
Error Analysis
Three genres, viz. MED, DUO and INST, did not score high in the cross-domain experiments and were the first genres to be left out in the final experiments. An error analysis on this data imposed itself. Looking at the data itself we see that MED includes data of a scientific nature consisting of various entries in a medical encyclopedia. DUO contains mostly user-generated text as it consists of texts from blogs and newspaper articles together with a large set of reader comments. This type of data is rather different from the other genres as it is unedited, subjective, informal and more similar to spoken language than the other genres. INST contains various patient information leaflets and manuals in which exactly the same sentences are often repeated with only one word -mostly the name of the product -different. The above observations already hint at the low generalizability of these three genres.
Compared to the other genres, who on average contain 25% of coreferential NPs, we note that MED and INST contain a high number of coreferential NPs (respectively 33% and 37%) and DUO a rather low amount (viz. 18%). Looking at the data statistics given in Table 1 , we observe that MED slightly differs from the others: it consists P P P P P P P P P of 213 smaller documents and the average sentence length is shorter, viz. 14.4 words. Moreover, looking at the subdivision of NPs we see that MED contains a large number of common nouns (89%) and only few pronouns (5%) and proper nouns (6%). In the other five datasets, this division ranges between 70-75% common nouns and 10-15% pronouns and proper nouns. When using MED as training data this results in a higher number of introduced errors between common nouns. Especially when no string matching features are found between two common nouns the resolver has a lot of difficulty into correctly classifying them. Of all genres we see that with MED pronouns and proper nouns are harder to recognize, which can be explained by their low coverage in the training data. Having a closer look at the DUO dataset, we see that the division between common, proper and pronouns is 64% -14% -22% -which is a high number of pronouns. Counterintuitively, this does not mean that resolving pronouns goes better when training on DUO. On the contrary,we see that although the resolution of pronouns rises slightly, more errors are introduced. Dutch pronouns also turned out to be difficult to resolve according to Hoste (2005) because of the inability to distinguish between anaphoric and pleonastic pronouns. The NP subdivision in INST is comparable to the five other genres, with a small preference for proper nouns. The high amount of reoccurring sentences in the data is also reflected in the features, the INST dataset scored best when performing in-domain experiments because of the many exact matches. Furthermore, as many technical NPs are not covered by WordNet (and these semantic features are crucial for most genres), important links between two NPs are missed. In sum, these three genres have very specific features that seem to make them less predictive for other genres.
Conclusion
In this paper we explored the portability of an existing coreference resolver for Dutch when applied to eight different text genres: administrative texts, autocues, texts used for external communication, instructive texts, journalistic texts, medical texts, wikipedia and unedited new media texts. By comparing the performance on three sets of experiments, we found that larger training set size improves performance, especially when genre-specific training material (10%) is included. We saw that excluding poor cross-genre training material does not always results in better scores neither can a drop in performance be perceived. This might imply that training on more data with higher predictive power is more important than training on various text genres. This is something we definitely wish to look into in closer detail in future work. Moreover, we would like to find out how much genre-specific training data is exactly needed to optimize performance. We discovered that especially genres containing very specific (e.g. scientific or unedited) data and having a different subdivision between pronouns, common and proper nous are less equipped for crossgenre experiments and thus have less generalization power.
We also observe that the different evaluation metrics for coreference research in use today, (MUC, B-cubed, CEAF and BLANC) tend to contradict each other and as a consequence hamper interpretation. This is a well-known problem within the community for which no solution has been found yet. In order to allow for a better comparison with the SemEval-2010 competition we intend to have a closer look at the effect of also scoring singletons.
